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Patricia Biow Broderick (nÃ©e Biow; February 23, 1925 â€“ November 18, 2003) was an American playwright
and painter.She was the wife of actor James Broderick and the mother of actor Matthew Broderick.. Life and
career. Broderick was born Patricia Biow in New York City, the daughter of Sophie (nÃ©e Taub)
(1895â€“1943) and Milton H. Biow (1892â€“1976), president of an advertising firm.
Patricia Broderick - Wikipedia
Online Gallery of Artists at Heritage Gallery. Please note, the artists listed below are a smaller portion of
artists than all who are represented with Heritage Gallery.
Online Gallery of Artists Represented at Heritage Gallery
Claudio Bravo Camus (November 8, 1936 â€“ June 4, 2011) was a Chilean hyperrealist painter. He was
greatly influenced by Renaissance and Baroque artists, as well as Surrealist painters such as Salvador
DalÃ-.He lived and worked in Tangier, Morocco, beginning in 1972.Bravo also lived in Chile, New York and
Spain.He was known mainly for his paintings of still lifes, portraits and packages, but ...
Claudio Bravo (painter) - Wikipedia
Takashi Murakami. Born in Tokyo, Japan, 1962. Education BFA, Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and
Music, Department of Traditional Japanese Painting (Nihon-ga), Tokyo, Japan
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